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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a discriminative learning approach for
question answering. Our training corpus consists of 2 million
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and their corresponding
answers that we mined from the World Wide Web. This corpus
is used to train the lexical and semantic association model
between questions and answers. We evaluate our approach on
two question answering tasks: 2003 Text Retrieval Conference
Question Answering task, and finding answers to FAQs. In both
cases, the proposed approach achieved significant improvements
over the results for an information retrieval based question
answering model.
Index Terms: question answering (QA)

1. Introduction

Question answering (QA) is an interactive human-machine
process that aims to find a direct answer to a natural language
question from a collection of documents. Unlike state-of-art
spoken dialog systems, which are often configured by a hand-
crafted dialog flow and designed for completing tens to
hundreds of user requests, QA systems are controlled by
information provided in unstructured documents and designed to
answer natural language requests pertaining to the content of the
given documents. The document collection could be the World
Wide Web [1], an enterprise website [2], a set of prepackaged
responses [5], or millions of newswire articles [3].
A typical diagram of modern QA systems [4] is illustrated in
Figure 1. A QA system takes a question as input and returns
answers from given documents. Question analysis consists of
question preprocessing, question classification, and query
expansion. Question preprocessing parses a natural language
question with syntactic tags such as part-of-speech tags and
named entity (NE) tags. Question classification determines the
expected answer type of the question that allows subsequent
processes to precisely locate and verify the answer. Query
expansion formulates the keyword queries for being used to
retrieve documents. Information retrieval (IR) retrieves
documents relevant to the generated keyword queries. These
retrieved documents are deemed likely to contain valid answers
to the question. Answer extraction extracts the precise answer
from the retrieved documents. The underlying techniques to
support these steps are built upon language processing
technologies, IR and statistics. A massive number of
knowledge-intensive approaches have been developed for QA.
For instance, the LCC system, PowerAnswer, transforms
questions and possible answer text into a logic representation
and then builds a formal proof for valid answers [12]. Data
driven approaches are relatively less explored, yet recently have
received much more attention. Li et al. [6] described a learning
approach to classifying questions into two-layered fine-grained
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sses. A.Berger et al. [5] and R. Soricut et al. [6] used
istical translation models [7] to learn the lexical relationship
ween questions and answers.
this paper, we describe a new learning approach for training
QA model from pre-answered questions. We built a training
pus consisting of 2 million Frequently Asked Questions
Qs) and their corresponding answers. We collected these

Q-Answer pairs by mining the World Wide Web. We
luated our approach using two types of QA data, namely,
3 Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) QA test data [3], and a

lection of FAQ-Answer pairs.
rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses

main challenges for QA, reviews related work and describes
proposed approach. In section 3, we present the

erimental results and analysis. Section 4 provides our
mary and conclusion.

Figure 1: A typical diagram of modern QA systems

Learning Approaches to Question Answering

Motivation

Figure 1 shows, most QA systems rely on IR to return top
vant documents, from which the precise answer is extracted.
this paper, we assume candidate responses can be

packaged. For our training data, all the answers are originally
ividual units. Section 3 describes how we prepackage
wers with the test data. Under this assumption, a natural
ple solution for QA is to use the IR model, where the match
re between a question and an answer is based on exact
word match. The candidate response achieving the highest
re is returned as the best answer. For IR, each keyword is
ically weighted using the tf.idf mechanism [8]. Given a
lection of prepackaged answers },...,{ 21 NaaaA = , the tf.idf

ights for each word jw appearing in ia can be represented
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where ijtf is referred to as term frequency - the frequency of the

word jw in the answer ia ; jdf is referred to as document

frequency - the number of answers in which jw occurs at least

once; and N is the total number of answers in the collection.
The QA match score based on tf.idf between an m-word
question },...,{ 21 mvvvq = and an n-word answer

},...,{ 21 nuuua = is represented as:

∑
∈

⋅⋅=
aqw

aqZwqidftfwaidftfaqscore
,

),(),(.),(.),( (2)

where ),( aqZ is a normalization factor:

22 )),(.()),(.(

1
),(

∑∑ ∈∈ ⋅
=

awqw
waidftfwqidftf

aqZ (3)

This tf.idf based match model has been successfully used in the
search engines. However, as the experiments will show in this
paper, it performs poorly in QA systems. This poor performance
results from the following QA challenges:
• tf.idf weights are solely determined by the answer
collection. However, some words, in general, are more
important for answer retrieval. For instance, the word “china” is
more likely to be a QA common word than the word “take”
independent of their occurrences in the specific answer set.
• There is a semantic gap between questions and
answers. A question expresses an information need that the
valid answer is expected to satisfy. For example, a “when”
question often expects an answer containing a TIME /DATE
named entity value. A “why” question expects a reason for the
matters concerned. The IR model based on exact word match
doesn’t provide a solution to bridge this QA semantic chasm.  

• Questions and answers are often phrased in different 
vocabularies and styles. We observed that 12% of the QA pairs 
in our training corpus don’t have a single common keyword. 
This mismatch results in many cases that the correct answer is 
not retrieved or ranked as the first. Researchers have addressed 
this challenge with various methods such as query expansion [9] 
and statistical translation models [5][6]. Query expansion 
expands the keywords appearing in the question to a bigger set 
of words that are likely to appear in the answer. For instance, 
“reach” can be expanded to “fax” and “phone”.  The difficulty is 
that the expanded word such as “fax’ may bring in noise and 
twist the user’s information needs for some cases. [5] and [6] 
proposed  more statistical algorithms including latent variable 
models and statistical translation models to bridge the lexical 
gap between questions and answers. From the experiments 
reported in [5], the highly parameterized techniques based on 
statistical translation models showed the best performance. The 
learned translation models were applied to re-rank tens of 
candidate answers/documents returned by IR. However, it’s 
hard to scale up this algorithm to directly select answers from a 
large collection of documents. 
In the following, we describe a discriminative learning approach 
to address these challenges. Our training objective is to optimize 
the importance weights of the query words, and to learn the 
lexical and semantic relationship between questions and 
answers.  
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 begin with IR as our baseline, where the match score 
ween a question q  and an answer a  is calculated with the 

mula (2).  The best answer for a given iq is selected as:  

),(maxarg ji
Aa

i aqscorea
j∈

=                           (4) 

ere },...,{ 21 NaaaA = is a collection prepackaged answers 

defined in Section 2.1.  We rewrite the formula (2) with a 
eral linear representation: 

Waqaqscore ⋅= ),(),( φ                           (5) 

ere φ is a function that maps a question q and an answer  

o a k dimensional feature vector kaq ℜ∈),(φ ; kW ℜ∈ is a 

dimensional parameter vector.  For the tf.idf based match 

re given by (2), k is the number of keywords recognized in 

 answer collection; the feature vector is constituted by the 
f  weights: 

)),(),...,,,(),,,((), ,21 aqwdocfaqwdocfaqwdocfa K=  ,  

ere docf is the normalized tf.idf weight defined as follows: 

⎩
⎨
⎧ ∈⋅⋅

=
otherwise

aqwaqZwqidftfwaidftf
aqwf

0

,),,(),(.),(.
),,(                 (6)  

in this case is a k dimension vector with all components 

al to one. 
en this linear representation, we propose to use the voted 
ceptron algorithm[10] to estimate the parameter vector 

for any given feature function φ . The learning objective is 

chieve higher answer accuracy, which is defined as: 

settestin thequestionsofnumbertotal

firstrankedisanswercorrectthetimesofnumber=curacy

 now describe the perceptron training algorithm. We will 
borate on a series of methods for the feature function 

),a in Section 2.3. The voted perceptron algorithm described 

10] has been applied to various natural language processing 
blems such as tagging or parsing. It has been shown on these 
ks to be competitive compared to modern learning algorithms 
luding conditional random fields and support vector 
chines [10]. We make an attempt in this paper to apply this 
thod to QA. We give a variant of the voted perceptron 
ning algorithm in Figure 2 for our QA problem. The 
orithm takes T passes over the training examples. Parameters 
W are initialized differently for different types of features, 

ich we will describe in Section 2.3. For each question iq in 

 training corpus, a temporal parameter vector W ′ is created 

a copy of W and the best answer ia~ , from the same website 

t the question appears on, is returned using the current W. If 
 returned best answer is not correct, the temporal parameters 

′ are updated in a simple additive fashion. Parameters W are 

ated using the average parameters at the end of each training 
s. The parameter vector W is the output of the learning 
cess after the T’th iteration. Note that in our training process, 
 each training question, we limit the answer search space to 
 website where the question originated. We set this limitation 
ause in our training corpus we observed that for a number of 
es, the semantically same question appears on multiple 
bsites and has been answered differently.  Consequently, it is 
icult to automatically judge the correctness of a returned 



Inputs: A training set of question-answer (QA) pairs
)},{( ii aq for ....1 ni = , where each QA pair has an

associated website )(isite that ),( ii aq appears on; A
parameter T specifying the number of iterations over the
training set; A feature function kaq ℜ∈),(φ that maps a
question-answer pair to a k-dimensional feature vector.
Initialization: Initialize the parameter vector W
Training:
For t=1…T,

Set a k-dimensional vector: sumW =0
For i=1…n

• Create a temporal parameter vector:
WW =′

• Find the best answer using the current W:
Waqa ji

isitejsite
i ⋅=

=
),(maxarg~

)()(
φ

• If ii aa ≠~ , then update the W ′ :
)~,(),( iiii aqaqWW φφ −+′=′

• Accumulate Parameters:
WWW sumsum ′+=

Average Parameters: nWW sum=
Output: W

answer if it is from a website different than the one the question
originated. Within a given website, it is more reasonable to
assume that the associated answer for a question is the unique
correct answer.

Figure 2: A variant of the perceptron algorithm for QA

2.3 Features

This section discusses several increasingly sophisticated
features that we developed towards bridging the lexical and
semantic gap between question language and answer language.
Feature Set I: Exact Word Match Features. We begin with
using normalized tf.idf weights docf (defined in (6)) as
features. The QA match score (5) becomes:

)(),,(),(),(
,

wqfaqwdocfWaqaqscore
aqw

⋅=⋅= ∑
∈

φ (7)

)(wqf is the parameter for characterizing the importance of the

query keyword w. In our experiments, )(wqf is initialized to 1

and is estimated using the perceptron algorithm.
Feature Set II: Semantic Correlation Features. Most questions
start with a question phrase such as “how much does’ and “what 
country”. As Agichitain defined in [8], a question phrase, 

denoted as qp , is a stream of text at the beginning of the 

question. A question phrase is used to address the specific 
information need and is often not repeated in the corresponding 
answers. Modern QA systems often include a question 
classification component (as shown in Figure 1), that classifies a 
question into an NE type [11], for example, classifying a 
“when” question to the TIME/DATE category. An instance of 
this NE category is expected to be included in the answer. This 
would allow subsequent processes to precisely locate and verify 
the answer. Instead of training such a question classifier from 
human labeled data, we propose an approach to statistically 
associating a question phrase with multiple NE tags, which are 
tagged in the answers. We limit a question phrase to be a text 
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ng with no more than four words. In our experiments, we 
sider a question phrase only when its frequency in our 
ning questions is greater than a preset threshold 30. For each 

stion phrase qp , we associate it with a NE ne by calculating 

tual information:  

))|(()())((), qqpanepHqqppanepHnep ∈∈∈−∈=  

          ))|(()( qqpanepHqqpp ∉∈∉−  

ere H(.) is the entropy function :  

  )1(log)1()(log)( 22 pppppH −−−−=
ed on the value of the mutual information I(qp,ne) calculated 

m the training data, we build a ne set for each qp , 

resented as  NE(qp). For instance, “MONEY” and 
UMBER” are the NEs selected for the qp “what 
olarship”.  Each training question q is then reformulated 
ng the following procedure:  

Find the longest qp that q begins with
Locate the nouns in qp
Replace qp with its associated NE(qp) tags and the nouns
appearing in qp

th this reformulation, we extend the QA match score (7) to be 
 following:   

Waqaqre ⋅= ),(),( φ  

∑∑
∈∈∈

⋅+⋅
qqpqpNEne

sem
aq

neqpaqnedocfwqfaqwdocf
),(,

),(),,()(),,( λ (8)   

ere is the association parameter between a 
stion phrase qp and an NE tag ne. is initialized 
0 in our experiments and is estimated with the perceptron 
ning algorithm.
ture Set III: Lexical Association Features. We are inspired 
learn the QA lexical relationship by the following 

ervations.  First, over 60% of the questions in our training 
a are open-ended (such as how, why, yes/no types of 
stions). The information these questions ask for is more 
plicated than simple NE values. As a result, the QA 
antic gap can hardly be bridged through associating question 

ases and NE tags for open-ended questions. Second, 
stions and answers are often phrased using different 
abularies and different styles. Third, answers for open-ended 
stions are usually much longer than the question. Hence, 
re is a higher chance that words in the answer are not 
luded in the question.  
ilar to the above method that we used to find the associated 

 tags for question phrases, we find associated answer words 
 for each query word w by calculating mutual information: 

I(w,v) = H( p(v ∈ a)) − p(w ∈ q)H( p(v ∈ a | w ∈ q))

−p(w ∉ q)H(p(v ∈ a | w ∉ q))
ed on the value of I(w,v), we build an answer word 
ansion set for each w, represented by  Exp(w). For instance, 

 the word “travel” we achieved the expansion set: 
(travel)= {trip, airline, flight, ticket, traveler}.  

th these expansion sets, we extend the QA match score (8) to:  

Waqaqre ⋅= ),(),( φ

∑∑
∈∈∈

⋅+⋅
qqpqpNEne

sem
aq

neqpaqnedocfwqfaqwdocf
),(,

),(),,()(),,( λ

+ ∑
∈∈∈

⋅
avqwwExpv

lex vwaqvdocf
,),(

),(),,( λ (9) 

ere is the lexical association parameter. We 
ialize to 0 during training. Experimental results 
h the above three types of features will be reported in the 

),( neqpsemλ
),( neqpsemλ

),( vwlexλ
),( vwlexλ



next section. The learned parameters including qf(w),
),( neqpsemλ , and ),( vwlexλ can be pre-stored and easily used

by IR for directly selecting answers from large sets of
documents.

3. Experimental Results

Our training QA corpus consists of 2 million FAQ-Answer pairs
mined from 80,000 publicly available .com and .org websites.
We evaluated our approach on two different QA tasks: TREC
2003 QA Track – the Passage task, and a FAQ answer finding 
task. The TREC QA Passage task tests a system’s ability to find 
an answer to a factoid question with a relatively short (250 
characters) span of text [3]. A factoid question is a question 
asking for simple facts or relations such as “How high is the
pitcher's mound?”. The document collection used as the source 
of answers consists of approximately 1,033,000 newswire 
documents and 3 gigabytes of text.  The test question set 
contains 413 questions drawn from AOL and MSN Search logs. 
Thirty of these questions have no known correct answer in the 
document collection. Our experiments excluded these thirty 
questions from the test. When constructing the QA system for 
this task, we split each source document into short paragraphs 
(less than 250 characters), stemmed each of them, and labeled 
each paragraph with NE tags and Part-of-Speech tags [2]. QA 
performances with this data are given in Table 1. The IR-based 
baseline achieved 19.0% answer accuracy. We used Lucene [13] 
as the IR engine. Answer accuracy increased to 20.1% using the 
QA match score given in (7), where only the Feature Set I was 
considered and parameters qf(w) were learned from our training 
data using the perceptron algorithm. This performance improved 
further to 28.6% when using parameters learned for Feature-I 
and Feature-II. The QA match score with Feature-I and Feature-
II was defined in formula (8). When exploiting all three types of 
features as given in formula (9), the answer accuracy increased 
to 35.7% using the parameters learned from the perceptron 
training. The overall absolute accuracy improvement is 16.7%.  

Table 1: Experimental results:  answer accuracy 

Answer Accuracy  
Approaches TREC QA Answer-

Finding 

IR 19.0%    43.0% 

Feature-I 20.1%    47.5% 

Feature-I, II 28.6%    49.1% 
Perceptron 
Training 

Feature-I, II, III 35.7%    55.5% 

Absolute Improvement 16.7%    12.5% 

In the FAQ answer-finding task, we collected 122,363 FAQ-
answer pairs as our test data, which were also mined from the 
Web but not included in the training data. We used the 122,363 
questions as the test questions and used the collection of 
122,363 answers as the source from where answers would be 
chosen.  Similar to the way we processed the TREC documents, 
we preprocessed these answers with stemming, NE tagging, and 
Part-of-Speech Tagging. Since these answers were prepackaged, 
we referred to this task as answer-finding. The answer-finding 
accuracies with this data are given in the last column of Table-1. 
The overall accuracy improvement with all three types of 
features is 12.5%. Different from the TREC QA task, over 60% 
of the questions in this data set are non-factoid questions such as 
“why” and “how to compare”. This partially explains why 
Feature-I resulted more significant contribution for this data set, 
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ile Feature-II didn’t improve the performance as much as it 
 on the TREC QA task.  

4. Conclusion

s paper describes a discriminative learning approach for 
stion answering based on a proposed variant of the  voted 
ceptron training algorithm.  Learning included (a) weighting 
ry words in terms of their importance to retrieve the correct 
wer; (b) modeling the lexical association between questions 
 answers; and (c) modeling the semantic association between 
stions and answers. We built a training corpus consisting of 
illion FAQ and answer pairs by mining the World Wide 

b. We tested our approach using two data sets: TREC 2003 
 data and a set FAQ-Answer pairs. We observed that: 

For the TREC data, we achieved 16.7% absolute 
improvement in answer accuracy over an IR-based baseline 
of 19% answer accuracy. 

For the FAQ answer finding task, we observed 12.5% 
absolute improvement in answer accuracy over an IR –based 
baseline of 43%. 
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